DECISIONLENDER 4 WARRANTY PROGRAM
PARTNERS PROTECT YOUR INSTITUTION,
BORROWERS AND DEALERS
Smart auto lending is all about risk mitigation through insurance,
valuation and interest rate. Combine a configurable, automated
loan origination system with the powerful tools available for
contracting, quoting and warranties and you’re well on your way to
auto lending success.
DecisionLender 4 integrates with numerous warranty service
providers, ensuring you can automatically include insurance quotes
with accepted loan requests. Offer the coverage your clients expect,
including asset protection, mechanical breakdown protection and
vehicle services contracts through a variety of institutions including:

Allied Solutions. DecisionLender 4 supports Allied Solutions’
programs for managing risk so your institution can focus on
lending. This includes its iQQ web service, which allows lenders to
quote and generate forms related to Guaranteed Asset Protection
(GAP) and Mechanical Breakdown Protection (MBP).

Combine a
configurable,
automated loan
origination
system with
powerful tools
for warranties.

Frost. Offer accurate, qualified quotes and generate forms
for Guaranteed Auto Protection (GAP) and Mechanical
Breakdown Insurance (VSC / MBI) with Frost’s VisualGAP® in
DecisionLender’s user interface.
AUL. Expand your risk mitigation with a wide range of vehicle
service contract options through AUL and DecisionLender 4.
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Whether
you need
customized
warranty
programs,
specialized
rate quotes,
used car
certification or
high-end
protection
services,
DecisionLender
4 has you
covered.

CNA National. Get e-contract web services providing rate
requests, contract creation, contract voiding and reprinting through
CNA National and DecisionLender 4.
Allstate. The partnership between DecisionLender 4 and Allstate
means you will be able to receive up to five valid trim values
for a VIN, request quotes from SCS eRating, and get electronic
contracts from SCS eContracting added as attachments in DL4.
Whether you need a partner that can provide you with customized
warranty programs, specialized rate quotes, used car certification or
high-end protection services, DecisionLender 4 has you covered. You
can access these programs all within DecisionLender 4’s interface,
quickly and easily.

Why TCI?

Founded in 1982, Teledata Communications, Inc (TCI) is the provider of DecisionLender 4, a complete
consumer loan origination platform (LOS). DecisionLender 4 is completely configurable, hosted in the
cloud, and supports branch, online lending, indirect auto and merchant lending, and deposit account
opening. The robust decisioning engine is the most versatile on the market, enabling manual or
automated workflows. With over 130+ different 3rd party integrations ranging from alternative data
sources, to fraud protection, to esignature and more, DecisionLender 4 truly empowers you to do
business YOUR WAY!

Request a demo today! TCICredit.com

ONE SYSTEM ONE SOLUTION

Consumer Loan Origination
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